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User Guide
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The Meta Trader 4 is available for all major Android devices.
This is the mobile user guide for using the Meta Trader 4
mobile app on Android mobile devices.

Download.
Meta Trader 4 is one of the most popular trading platforms
in the online trading industry. It has built-in market charts
with professional analysis. It allows users to place buy, sell,
stop loss, or take profit orders. With the MT4 mobile app,
you can trade CFD products on the go.

Open “ Play Store.”

Search for “Meta Trader 4.”

Click “INSTALL” to begin your download.

It would probably take a few seconds to finish
downloading.

Login.

Welcome Screen and then you will be directed to
the Login options.
Tab the “Login to an existing account”.
Then, you will be directed to the Server Search.

On the Servers screen, search for “BCR” in the text
box.

Please choose the appropriate server from the
populated list (BCR-DEMO if you are going to trade
on a BCR Co Pty Ltd Demo account, BCR-REAL if
you are going to trade on a BCR Co Pty Ltd Real
account).

Login & Password
Login & Password are sent via email after an account is
created, whether it is a Demo account or Real account.
For this user guide, we used a Demo account only.

Trading.
As soon as you logged in your account, you might
be directed to the Quotes where you can observe
the FOREX market by Default. We will explain how
to add more CFD products in a later section. Let’s
focus on the “Trade” only.

Tab the currency pairs that you want to trade.
In this example, we picked AUD/CAD. Once you
tab the pair, a command window will pop up. Tab
“New Deal”.

Once you have selected the product you woulid like to Buy
or Sell, MT4 allows you to edit Lot Size and set Stop Loss,
Take Profit, and Deviation of the trade.
Input numbers of lot

“Stop Loss”

“Take Profit”

Edit Lot Size, Stop Loss, Take Profit
& Deviation
Tab to edit the lot size.

If you are not sure what
to set for the Stop Loss or
Take Profit etc... Simply
Tab “+.” MT4 can generate
a reasonable set point for
you to use. Of course, you
can edit the set point at
any time before you close
a trade.
Set “Stop Loss”

Set “Take Profit”

Set “Deviation”

Begin Trading

All done. We successfully bought 2 lots of AUDCAD.

After you set your trade conditions, you can
open the trade by selecting “Sell” or “Buy.” In this
example, we selected “Buy.”

Using“Advanced”
Tab any product on the “Quote “ Page and select
“Advanced View Mode” would allow you to see
more information such as, Spread, Low, and High
without tabbing into individual pairs.

Delete Products from Watch List
Tab the pencil icon would will allow you to delete
the CFD products that you don’t want to see.

Add more products
Tab the “+” sign would allow you to add more
products to your watch list.

Closing a Trade.
Tab the “Trade” icon on the navigation bar
at the bottom of the screen.

You will be able to see all your trades here. In
this instance, we are going to close the AUDCAD
we bought few minutes ago.

Expanded View

Tab to expand

Swipe to expand
“options.”

Tab the Check Icon.

Tab “Close with...”

Then, you will see a
confirmation page saying
that your trade is closed
at a certain price point.

Charts.
Tab this icon (it means “Chart”) then you will be
directed to the chart’s page

By default, the chart is using black & white
candlesticks against a white background. You can
customize the color scheme to fit your preference.

Aim

Elements

By activating “Aim,” a cross

There are many different

will appear. You can move it

elements that you can add to

with your finger to target a

the chart. such as Bull Power

specific time of the market.

moving average, or Force
Index, etc...

Change Product

Time Frame

Change the Chart to display

Switch to different time

other products.

period to see rise & fall

* We will demostrate how to
use each of the functions in
the later section. Let’s begin
with the basics.

MT4 Time Frame
1. Use Two-figners to zoom
in & out to see different time
period of the market.
Zoom Out

Zoom In

2. Or, tab the time frame
reference.
Time Frame Reference
M1

1 Minute

H4

4 Hours

M5

5 Minutes

D1

1 Day

M15

15 Minutes

W1

1 Week

M30

30 Minutes

MN

1 Month

H1

1 Hour

Aim
Tab the “ + “ sign once to activate it. Then, you can tab
anywhere on the chart to target the specific market trend
that you are looking for.

Press & Drag the cross to anywhere on the chart to move.

Switching to a Different Product
Tab icon shown below on the top of the screen.

Tab any product that you want to view its chart.

Add Elements

There are many elements that can be added to the chart
to help you analyze the market trend as well as decision
making.

Each element alows you to customize. You can customize
color, level, period, etc... In this case, we picked “Bollinger
Bands” as the indicator.

If you want to delete an element, press and hold on the
element you want to delete, then a window will pop out, and
press “Delete.”

Settings.

“Quotes” allows you to see the product list.

“Trade” allows you to see all currently open trade(s)

“Charts” allows you to edit charts’ color scheme, style, etc...

“History” allows you to see all closed trades, profit/loss, etc...

MT4 provides some related market news and articles for
its users.

End of the user guide for MT4 Android mobile devices

Disclaimer

Risk Disclosure
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